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Adorno Factory Fullfills Defense Orders
For New Anti-Tank Weapon and Scout Cars

The Adorno Autocar factory, manufacturer of Autocar trucks, has been expanded for defense production. Located on Lancaster Pike, between Kersey, and Havertford, the plant has increased its output over 300 per cent since the summer of 1940, and has received about 30 million dollars of defense orders. Mr. Wood, the advertising manager of the factory, reported to the various automobile factories which the plant is now making. There are about 210 employees in the plant, and the work is done by approximately 30 men on an order basis. Since the government has been asked to increase its production, the plant may hire employees, the men who are now working, and the number of employees now amount to about a quarter of a million dollars, go to families which have been residing in Havertford. The Adorno Line area for at least six months. The plant is now making, said there "the latest anti-tank weapon, the M2, is the other machine manufactured at the plant. It carries a 75 caliber machine gun, which has, Mr. Wood explained, an advantage of being mobile compared to a field gun. It is also a half-track car.

The same trucks also are necessary in defense, the plant has produced. Under the government's new contract, it will produce 1,000 truck units. The Adorno Company is endeavoring to keep it at high rate as possible. It is at present working only two shifts, but Mr. Wood expects a third to be put on soon.
Looking for Trouble

Yes, the Activities Drive has become an efficient and almost essential institution. But it may get into trouble. Despite the honest regard we have for it, we find that it adheres to two principles which are not always...
W. Durany Speaks  
On Russia's Moves

Challenged from Pace One, she defended herself so well that the Russians did not expect conflict in the second round.

Their strategy was to flatter the Soviet troops by giving them a victory.

Players' Club to Give Kaufman, Ferber Play
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G. Dole  
Larry Westcott  
Calhoun

Make Music:
The informal music evenings, which have been scheduled for 8:30 Thursday, November 6, in the Music Room of Goodhart Hall, are an opportunity for all interested to participate in singing and informal playing, irrespective of ability or membership in a music organization.

The students of Haverford College will join the group, making it possible for mixed voices and accompanying foundations to be used.

Many people are interested in the idea of public performance in these evenings; they are intended solely for the pleasure of making music for its own sake. The meetings will last only an hour.

EXCELLENT FOOD  
REFRESHMENTS  
LUNCHEON-$1.00 and  
DINNER-$1.50  
THE GREEKS  
"Always at Your Service"

Meron Parade, Red-Garbed and Cheering

Sets Stage for Hockey Victory Over Penn

Meron Seniors practically swallowed up a struggling Pembroke hockey team Sunday afternoon. It was not by virtue of the brilliant play, except for Marianne Schwartz's performances in the Meron backfield. It was, rather, through the overpowering half spirit manifested in the Great Parade. This parade, planned for days, began at the steps of Merion. The crowd, made up of red garbed Indians decked out in feathers and war painted war dances.
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Eastern Island Art
Reviewed by Richter

Continued from page One

A high point achieved by a student's schoolwork is the picture of a scene near Salonika, which was exhibited at the English department's art show. The picture was done by Mr. Coates, and shows a market scene with a nude figure.
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You may never have heard of a K carrier circuit, but it has often bared you.

It's a Bell Telephone Laboratories development in which pairs of wires in parallel cables can carry as many as twelve separate conversations at the same time! K carrier circuits are being built into many miles of Long Distance cables. This is one of the ways we have of adding a lot of long circuits in a hurry to meet the needs of national defense.

ARDMORE THEATRE

Wed.-Thurs.-Fri.-Sat.
"LADY BE GOOD" ELEANOR POWELL

Sun. and Mon.
"HIGHWAY WEST" BRENDA MARSHALL
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Six B. M. Students Make Intercolligate
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and they limped off the field. But considering the rough and slippery field, it is not surprising that their play was not up to standard. However, against Temple and Penn, when Chris joined her teammates, they woke up and played lively and encouraging matches.

After a long wait in the steady rain, the girls to compete in the final play-offs were selected. To see the cream of the players from each other was really the best of the morning. From them, the first and other was really the best of the played lively and encouraging

However, against Temple and

Continued from Page One

Frankie Mattai regularly plays right, inner, she will be the right wing of the Philadelphia Intercollege Hockey Team. The result of these try-outs is a tribute to Bryn Mawr's fund of hockey talent and especially to Miss Grant's effective job of coaching.

OPINION

(Continued from Page Two for an examination.) All students with grades of 85 or above... (continued)

Mary had a little lamb, Its fleece was white as snow, And everywhere that Mary went The lamb was sure to go.

—especially to the COLLEGE INN

No Cramming Necessary! For swell flavor and real chewing fun—the answer is delicious Wrigley's Spearmint Gum

To give you the one and only cigarette that satisfies... it takes the right kinds of the world's best tobacco... the best from our own Tobacco Land and rare aromatic tobaccos from Turkey... the best tobacco that money can buy.

... and listen to this: it takes the Right Combination of these best cigarette tobaccos, the blend that can't be copied... to give Chesterfield the extra smoking pleasure that makes smokers say THEY SATISFY.